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Belle Époque 
on the Ground Floor

Welcome to the grand and prestigious entrance hall
of Schloss Eller, which is ideally suited for your
festive event.
Crossing the Salon Prinz Friedrich you will get into
the walnut panelled Salon Prinzessin Luise, where a
festively laid table awaits your guests.
The adjacent 50 m² terrace and the 350 m² of open
space with beautiful old trees offer the possibility to
expand the festivity according to needs and
weather conditions.

In addition, the ground floor houses two seminar
rooms, a lavatory with disabled access and the foyer
with a glass lift, which makes it possible to reach the
upper floor and the basement without using the
stairs.

entrance hall
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size / m² max. number of people
seated* / standing

entrance hall  54  –  / 108
Salon Prinz Friedrich  49 24 / 98 

Salon Prinzessin Luise  52  48 / 104
lounge  32 42 / 64 

seminar room 1  77 110 / 154
total 264 224 / 528

* at tables depending on furnishings

Salon Prinzessin Luise
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Classicism and Modernity 
on the Upper Floor

In the Prinzensaal you will enjoy the atmosphere of
the early 19th century. A very impressing chandelier
with Swarovski crystal prisms, abundant stucco and
ample space due to the two wing parlours Prinz
Alexander and Castrum Elnere turn this room into the
central show-piece of Schloss Eller.

With its gorgeous views of the grounds and its
location overlooking the VIP gateway this hall offers
everything required for a spectacular and prestigious
event.

Receptions, company events and family parties will
turn into an unforgettable experience for you and
your guests.

Prinzensaal



Prinzensaal

Salon Prinz Alexander

Salon Prinz Georg

Salon Castrum Elnere

Garderobe

li�

men’s lavatory
women’s lavatory
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size / m² max. number of people
seated* / standing

Prinzensaal  73  72 / 146
Salon Prinz Alexander  54  48 / 108

Salon Prinz Georg  55  48 / 110
Salon Castrum Elnere  52  48 / 104

total 234 216 / 468

* at tables depending on furnishings

Salon Prinz Georg
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Medieval Charm 
in the Vaulted Cellar

You will feel like a knight in our vaulted cellar. The
adequate venue for a proper birthday or anniversary
party, for having a medieval banquet, a wine tasting
or celebrating any other cheerful event.
As a special feature, the former castle well is visible
through a bullet-proof glass pane on the floor. As a
matter of fact, the vaulted cellar is equipped with an
up-to-date refrigerator and beer dispenser as well as
air condition.

The grounds around the castle farm yard and the
boathouse are perfectly suited for your summer
fete. The large estate also offers enough space for
exhibitions, fairs and markets.

vaulted celler



li�cloak room
historical
monument
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size / m² max. number of people
seated* / standing

vaulted cellar   162 120 / 200
grounds 2.000 depending on the composition

* at tables depending on furnishings

grounds
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Best Address 
for Your Seminars

Whether seminar, conference, meeting or
presentation – you can offer your clients and
members of staff a unique event. Schloss Eller with 
full service catering.
The seminar rooms with up-to-date equipment are
located in a beautiful historic setting. The interplay
of listed buildings and state-of-the-art architecture
– a delightful combination for extraordinary events
in stylish surroundings. Take a creative break in the
manor house park and enjoy the peaceful calm next
to the moat.

Schloss Eller offers numerous options, we are happy
to provide further information!

seminar room 3
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size / m² max. number of people
seated* / standing

seminar room 1 (ground floor) 77 110 / 154
lounge (ground floor) 32 42 / 64
seminar room 3 (attic) 40 50 / 80

*at tables depending on furnishings

seminar room 3
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Wedding Suite 
in the Tower

The best day of your life will turn into an
unforgettable event in the royal atmosphere of
Schloss Eller. After a lavish wedding reception in the
halls and parlours you can enjoy pure romance in
our tastefully furnished wedding suite. The 60 m²
premises are located in the tower of the building
and do not only provide every possible comfort, but 

also a panoramic view of the well tended 
park grounds and the city of Düsseldorf. 
Enjoy life as lady and lord of the castle for 
one day and one night!

Schloss Eller offers a very special
highlight to couples: On Mondays and 

Tuesdays civil weddings take place in the 
Salon Prinz Georg. Alternative weddings can be 
conducted on any day.

wedding suite



History

1309 The complex “Castrum Elnere” (Eller Castle) is first mentioned in records
1424 The castle is conquered by Duke Adolf of Jülich-Berg, the “ius aperturae” is implemented
1448 Heinrich of Eller sells the property with all belongings to the knight Adolf Quade

until 1469 Knight Adolf Quade has demolished the old castle and built a  
new moated castle with a tower 

1599 – 1621 Without proprietor the sizeable property gets neglected. There is a trial about it  
which ends with a settlement

1618 – 1648 Contributions and pillaging in the Thirty Years’ War
1710 Baron Josef Clemens of Weichs becomes the new proprietor of the castle
1711 Johann Wilhelm Elector of the Pfalz and Duke of Jülich and Berg becomes  

the new lord of the castle 
1743 Schloss Eller belongs to the master of hunt of Berg
1815 The domain Eller becomes part of the property of the Prussian government.  

The head forester lives in the main building
1823 Baron Carl von Plessen purchases the property. Because of its bad condition it is 

demolished except for the tower und replaced by a palace-style country estate
1826 Attached to the tower the neo-classical manor house is built
1838 The property is purchased by the domain councillor Heinrich Wolters
1842 The property is purchased by Earl Werner of Recke-Volmarstein
1843 Luise of Prussia purchases the castle and the country estate Eller
1883 The property is purchased by the privy councillor of commerce  

Friedrich Vohwinkel from Gelsenkirchen
1887 Construction of a power house with a steam boiler and a chimney 

 for the electric lightning of Schloss Eller

1900 After Vohwinkel’s death the property is inherited by his son in law,  
the privy councillor Dr. Herrmann von Krüger

1902 Refurbishment of the main building (extension east and west as well as annexe south)  
and construction of the outbuildings by privy councillor von Krüger 

1909 New construction of the boathouse (office with lodgings for the gardener),  
incorporation of Eller

1919 The von Krüger family is expropriated, but receives compensation later
1938 The city of Düsseldorf purchases the property with all commodities and grounds 

1939 – 1945 During the war, the castle serves as a dependence of the Hitlerjugend
1945 Occupation first by the American, then by the English troops

after 1945 Used as a home for the aged
1969 – 1970 Thorough refurbishment and renovation for the needs of the fashion school Düsseldorf

1970 Inauguration of the fashion school after the refurbishment is finished
1984 Schloss Eller with the castle farm yard, the boathouse, the park, the bank reinforcement 

and the front gate is entered into the city’s register of historical monuments 
2003 The fashion school moves into other premises 

2008 – 2010 Revitalisation of Schloss Eller by the IDR AG
March 2010 Reopening of Schloss Eller
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buildings for Düsseldorf.
www.idr.de

Heidelberger Straße

Köln59

46 Düsseldorf

Deutzer Straße

Am Schönenkamp
L85

Vennhauser Allee

Schlossallee

Wuppertal46

Düsseldorf

Schlosspark Eller

Düsseldorf Eller
26Ausfahrt

Gäste
ExklusivP

P Gäste
VIP

VIP-Vorfahrt

navigable  
addresses
Schloss Eller | exclusive car parks
Heidelberger Straße 30
40229 Düsseldorf / Germany

Schloss Eller | VIP parking (in the courtyard)
Heidelberger Straße 40
40229 Düsseldorf / Germany

information  
& booking
IDR Schloss Eller GmbH & Co. KG
Frau Anja Zeisberger
Henkelstraße 164
40589 Düsseldorf / Germany

phone +49 211 / 748 36-63 
fax +49 211 / 748 36-57

email zeisberger@idr.de 
internet www.idr-schloss-eller.de

We are happy to provide  
detailed information, please contact us!


